
 

“Desert Survey before leaving Baghdad July 12, 1921.” 
 

Syd is in the middle sitting, in line with the pillars of the building. 

The photograph is 8 inches wide, and it is remarkable how Syd and Feisal could be enlarged, see below. 

 

This was the RAF pioneering expedition from Mesopotamia to Transjordan laying out airfields in the desert. Having 

left the army, Syd joined the RAF a year later, shortly after it was founded. Lawrence joined the RAF as A/c Ross two 

years later. Syd had basic training at Uxbridge, where Lawrence went two years later. Lawrence wrote about it in his 

book “The Mint”, only published in 1955. Syd was puzzled at Lawrence’s anger at his admittedly bad treatment under 

Baden-Powell in Uxbridge, since it was nothing compared with what Syd had previously gone through in the army on 

the Afghan border, and what Lawrence had been through through when with Feisal. When I did basic training in the 

RAF in Hednesford in 1953, thirty years later, basic training had still not been reformed. 

 

While in the RAF, Syd got to know T E Lawrence, frequently meeting him in various countries. The RAF was very 

small. 

 

In Lawrence’s book “The Seven Pillars of Wisdom” we read that Lawrence met Feisal’s father and was dissatisfied 

with him, so he chose one of his sons, Feisal, to lead the successful revolt against the Turks, with Lawrence in the 

background., and the victorious allies put each of the four brothers in as heads of various countries, their borders 

drawn by the British.  (Lawrence was later an adviser to Churchill.) Today their Hashemite dynasty only survives in 

Jordan. Feisal and Lawrence were together at the Paris peace conference. Feisal was put in charge of Syria, but the 

French drove him out. So he was then put in charge of Iraq, where we see him here. Later he was assassinated. 

 

 

 



 

Enlargement of King Feisal 



 

Enlargement of Syd , age 23. 

 


